Pizza Hut
Better Choices

Main Dish
Eat 1 slice of the following pizzas:

• 12” Pan crust, thin ‘n crispy crust, hand-tossed crust, the natural crust, stuffed crust or pan pizza pizzas: cheese, pepperoni, pepperoni & mushroom, Italian sausage & red onion, Dan’s original, supreme, Classicana or veggie lovers
• 14” Pan and thin and crispy pizzas: cheese, pepperoni, pepperoni & mushroom, Italian sausage & red onion, Dan’s original, supreme or veggie lovers
• 14” stuffed crust: veggie lovers
• 14” stuffed crust pan pizza: cheese
• 14” Hand-tossed pizzas: cheese, pepperoni & mushroom, Italian sausage & red onion, or veggie lovers

Sides
• 1 Breadstick

Desserts
• 2 Cinnamon sticks with icing
• 2 chocolate dunkers with sauce
• 2 Apple pie
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